ARE YOU EFFICIENTLY MANAGING

YOUR FUEL STATION?

Do you wish you had your inventory information at your finger tips?
Wish you can better track and manage your alarms?
Wish you had less manual steps to stay compliant?
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Petromo provides site management
solutions designed to drastically cut
costs, automate and boost efficiency.
Petromo is the premier company
serving a growing base of customers
throughout California

AUTOMATE YOUR RECORDS
Use our powerful mobile app or web portal
to monitor and manage your site remotely
on your mobile devices. Helpful
visualizations and insights to help increase
your efficiency. See data like never before
and gain actionable insights into your
historical trends and alarms.
Keep your inventory information at your
fingertips whether you have a single or
multiple locations, so you can be proactive
and cost efficient in managing your fuel
dispensing stations.
Access information relating to critical alarms
remotely and stay on top of safety and
compliance activities.
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Fuel Inventory control - When it comes to fuel
inventory control, imagine never running out of fuel
again with our systems keeping your tanks at
optimal levels. We are integrating with many fuel
suppliers to allow for automated ordering and
backend reconciliation, thereby eliminating the
time and cost of ordering fuel.

System Maintenance - Repair technicians can
remotely diagnose many issues saving you travel
charges and costly downtime per location.

Backend Solutions - Backend accounting and
reconciliation will increase productivity and provide
you with valuable and actionable insights into your
sales and profitability.

Savings - Eliminating the time and cost of ordering
fuel, system maintenance, backend accounting will
increase productivity and save you thousands of
dollars per site every year. We believe once our
customers implement our services it is hard to
displace the cost savings and efficiencies they
provide.
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